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FEATURES OF CAT MATHS 
Cat Maths contains one box and Family Cat Maths contains two boxes of The Cat Pack game.  There 
are 75 unique cat cards in The Cat Pack. 

Each cat has its own name and characteristics:

• Colour: black, brown, tabby, white, ginger or tortoiseshell. 

• Gender: female or male.

• Habitat: indoor or outdoor.

• Nature: playful, sleepy, snooty or tough. 

• Age: between 1 and 19.

• Cake colour: birthday cake’s colour reflects age group.

• Toys: zero to four toys from a ball, wand, post and mouse.

Whero is a male, outdoor ginger cat. Whero 
has a playful nature, he is 2 years old and 
has three toys, a post, a wand and a ball.

Lucky is a female, indoor tabby cat. Lucky has 
a sleepy nature, she is 13 years old and has 
two toys, a post and a mouse.

As well as the blue cat cards The Cat Pack contains two sets of 12 orange attribute cards and one set 
of 27 green value cards. These complement the cat cards.

ATTRIBUTE CARDS

VALUE CARDS
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INTRODUCE THE BLUE CAT CARDS
Select from these activities for introducing Cat Maths cards to a child or group of children. 

THIS IS MY CAT

Place one blue cat card in front of each child. The children look 
at the pictures and graphics on their card and discuss what 
they might mean. Introduce the terms for some attributes and 
values. 

Ask the children, in turn, to introduce their cat, giving one thing 
about their cat. For example, “This is Dora. She has a ball.”

IDENTIFYING VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES

Each child has one blue cat card. Ask questions like:

• Who has an outdoor cat?

• Whose cat has a green cake?

• Whose cat is tough?

• Whose cat has four toys?

• Who can tell me how old their cat is?

Hand in the cat cards and deal out some more. Repeat the questions.

WHAT IS THE SAME?

Explain about “same” and “different”. 

Give each child two blue cat cards that they place in front of them. Ask the children to find some-
thing the same about their cats. They may choose things that are not intended attributes, such as 
“My cats both have two eyes.” This is fine.

Ask the children to tell their neighbour one thing that is the same and one thing that is different 
about the two cats. For example, “Dora and Pesto both live inside. They have different cake colours.”

WHICH IS THE BEST ONE?

JUSTIFYING, LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Children in groups of two or three, are given five cats to discuss and decide as a small group which 
is the best cat out of the five. They then justify their choice to the larger group. 
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INTRODUCE THE GREEN VALUE CARDS 
LEARNING THE NAMES FOR THE VALUES

Spread out the green cards face up on the floor or table. Sit the children around the cards.  Explain, 
“There are 27 green cards. We call them “Value cards” as they give the different values the cat cards 
can take.”  
Read aloud each of the names and explain as needed. 

Gather up the green cards into a face 
down pile, and give each child one blue 
cat card. Turn over the green cards one 
at a time, show the card, read the word 
and explain what it means. Each child 
then looks at his or her cat card and de-
cides if their cat has that value or not. 
If it does, they hold up the card to show 
the group and the teacher. (A simpler 
version is to start with just the green value cards for colour, gender and nature.)

MATCHING VALUES

Give each child one green value card and a few blue 
cat cards. Ask the children to find a cat that match-
es the value on their green value card. For example, 
Slipper matches Brown. Children may need to swap 
blue cat cards to match their value.   Once everyone 
has a match, collect the green value cards, shuffle 
and repeat.

SHOW ME YOUR … CATS 

Give each child three to five blue cat cards. Choose a green value card, read what it says and show the 
picture. Children place in front of them all the cat cards that match the value. The children count their 
matching cat cards. Repeat using different green value cards.

HOW MANY GREEN CARDS?

Distribute the green cards among the children. Choose a blue cat card. See how many green value 
cards relate to the blue cat card. For example Slipper will have brown, outdoor, snooty, mouse, ball, 
green cake, female and two toys – a total of eight green value cards. Will all cats have eight green 
value cards?

THE CAT PACK GAMES

Three of the games in The Cat Pack use the green value cards: 

•	 In Catnapping, players try to collect 6 cats from the pound or each other as they turn over green 
value cards. 

•	 Cat Adoption involves discarding 12 Cat cards according to the criteria of green value cards.

•	 Now Where Did That Cat Go is a memory game, matching cats with value cards.

WHO HAS THE MOST...? (A GAME)

Give each player the same number of blue cat cards - the actual number depends on the age or level 
of the children. Turn over a green value card. Each player counts how many cat cards they have with 
that value. The player with the most of that value gets the green value card. If there is a draw, no one 
gets it. 
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ACTIVE ATTRIBUTE GAME

Give each child one blue cat card. The teacher has a pile of orange attribute cards. Turn over one at-
tribute card and call it out. The children sort or order themselves according to the attribute called and 
the blue cat card they have. For example if the attribute is Gender, the children divide into two groups 
according to the gender of their cat. If the attribute is Number of toys, they form groups with other 
children whose cats have the same number of toys.

FINDING PARTNERS – ACTIVE GAME

Give each child one blue cat card. The children move around until the teacher blows a whistle. The 
teacher chooses an orange attribute card, reads out the attribute and says “same” or “different”.

The children quickly find a partner that matches and sit down in pairs. For example, “habitat, same” 
means pairs must both have indoor cats or both have outdoor cats. Once most pairs are sitting the 
teacher tries to match those remaining standing. Not all children will find a match.

THE CAT PACK GAMES

Two of the games in The Cat Pack use the orange attribute cards:

• In Herding Cats, players race to sort or order their cat cards according to the attribute. 

• In Cat Collections, players collect cats with a given attribute in common, for a total of exactly 5 
toys.

INTRODUCE THE ORANGE ATTRIBUTE CARDS 
Note that the orange attribute cards are more difficult to understand than the green value cards. You 
may wish to leave them at first and just use the blue cat cards and green value cards.

Introduce the orange attribute cards. Talk about what the words mean, such as “nature”, “gender” and 
“habitat”. Six of the Attribute Cards describe sets of value cards.

The Name and Age cards do not 
correspond to green value cards. 
The cards for the individual toys 
also behave differently. For exam-
ple, as an attribute cards, the Ball 
card means “Whether the cat has 
a ball or not.” As a value card, the 
Ball card means “The cat has a 
ball.”

MY CAT IS:

Give each child one blue cat card. The teacher has a pile of orange attribute cards. Turn over one attri-
bute card and show and read out the name. Each child looks and decides what value their cat has for 
that attribute. 

For example if the orange card said “Nature”, 
the child with Pinky would say that “Pinky has a 
sleepy nature.” The child with Tui would say that 
“Tui has a tough nature.” The teacher turns over 
the “Number of toys” orange attribute card. The 
children’s responses would be “Pinky has two 
toys” and “Tui has two toys.”
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SKILLS DEVELOPED USING CAT MATHS 
Cat Maths is ideal for developing fluency in a wide range of mathematical and language skills.

MATCHING

Matching is an important foundational skill in mathematics. It involves identifying two things with the 
same characteristics. Cat cards have multiple characteristics that can be matched with other cat cards 
or green value cards. Activities to build fluency in matching include CAT-egories (page 9), Cat Selector 
(page 15) and Cat Home (page 27).

SAME AND DIFFERENT

Same and different are important mathematical concepts and lead to other comparison concepts and 
the idea of equality. Activities that build fluency and language include Older, Younger, More, Fewer 
(page 23) and Comparing Cats (page 24).

SORTING

Sorting is a natural act for children. It helps to develop the concept of a set and develop ideas of same 
and different. Some children will enjoy sorting and arranging the cards in various ways. Activities that 
use sorting include CAT-egories (page 9) and Same Cats, Different Numbers! (page 14). The game, 
Herding Cats, from The Cat Pack is all about sorting and ordering, including numeric and alphabetical 
order.

COUNTING

Many activities that involve sorting can be used to build counting fluency. Show Me Your Cats, and Who 
has the most...? (page 6) give lots of opportunities for children to count. Other activities include CAT-
egories (page 9) and Same Cats, Different Numbers! (page 14) 

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

Addition, subtraction and conservation of number help to build number sense. First, this is through 
counting with activities like Same Cats, Different Numbers! (page 14). Then, addition and subtraction 
are a tool for mathematical analysis with activities like Toy Boxes (page 28).

COMPARISON RELATIONSHIPS

The ideas of more and less, bigger and smaller are first developed by comparing sets in activities such 
as Same Cats, Different numbers! (page 14). These ideas are important for number sense. It is import-
ant to build fluency in the language of comparison relationships: older/younger, more/fewer. Activities 
that build fluency include Older, Younger, More, Fewer (page 23) and Comparing Cats (page 24).

STATISTICS

Simple statistical analysis develops statistical thinking but also helps to develop number sense. The cat 
cards are ideal for physically forming graphs and tables. They also allow opportunities to notice and 
wonder about properties of the population and relationships. 

Activities that use statistical analysis include Data Detective - Cat Nature (page 32) and Data Detective 
- Cat Homes (page 33).
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OVERVIEW OF ONLINE RESOURCES
In addition to the teaching resources here, Creative Maths provides online resources that can be ac-
cessed or downloaded free.  These online resources can be accessed through resources.CatMaths.net.

VIDEOS OF ACTIVITIES

We have provided short videos for busy teachers, with ideas for class, small group and individual activ-
ities. These can be found on: videos.Catmaths.net

The skills covered include: sorting, addition, subtraction, reasoning and problem solving, graphs and 
relationships.

BEGINNING MATHS SORTING AND COUNTING

Children as young as four enjoy playing and learning with Cat Maths. They like to sort them into colour, 
habitat, nature, cake colour, toys, and put them in order of age. 

We have developed activity boards to scaffold sorting activities.

PUZZLE ACTIVITIES

Children love the challenge of placing cats to satisfy the relationship demands on the activity boards. 
Boards with a range of difficulties are available.

MATHEMATICS RICH TASKS

There is potential for a wealth of rich tasks using Cat Maths. Many of the activity boards can be used 
for rich tasks. One option is to limit the number of cat cards used and ask whether the activity can now 
be completed using just those cats. 

Another option is to seek a set of cat cards that makes an activity impossible. Then ask how big that 
set of cat cards can become while keeping the activity impossible.

DRAGONS AND MORE

But wait, there is more…

As well as Cat Maths activities, the Creative 
Maths online resources include free resources for 
Dragonistics data cards and The Dragon Games as 
well as stand-alone teaching resources.
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CREATIVE MATHS IS A SOCIAL ENTERPRISE

Creative Maths is a social enterprise that creates and shares innovative resources for all learners and 
teachers, to grow a world of mathematicians. As Creative Maths is a social enterprise, any profits are 
put back into developing more excellent teaching resources for you to use. 

IMPACT TO 2018: 

Videos – YouTube 

There have been over four million views of our 50+ Statistics Videos on YouTube with over 42000 
subscribers.

On-line resources 

We have helped over a thousand teachers and 40 thousand students in New Zealand teach and learn 
statistics. 

Blog: Learn and Teach Mathematics and Statistics

The blog receives about a thousand views per day which means we are helping thousands of people 
to think again about ways of teaching mathematics and statistics.

Rich Maths Events in primary schools (Unlocking Curious Minds)

We helped hundreds of children from rural Canterbury and the West Coast schools to see them-
selves as mathematicians.

Professional development sessions

Creative Maths has helped empower hundreds of teachers to teach mathematics and statistics.

Teaching resources

Our teaching resources help hundreds of primary and secondary school teachers and their students 
understand statistical concepts and mathematics through hands-on activities.

Newsletter

We keep thousands of people informed about the opportunities we offer, with useful links to 
resources.

Join our newsletter at CreativeMaths.net/subscribe

CONTACT US: Contact us at info@CreativeMaths.net
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